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SUMMARY
Direct in vivo investigation of human placenta trophoblast’s susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 is challenging.
Here we report that human trophoblast stem cells (hTSCs) and their derivatives are susceptible to SARS-
CoV-2 infection, which reveals heterogeneity in hTSC cultures. Early syncytiotrophoblasts (eSTBs) generated
from hTSCs have enriched transcriptomic features of peri-implantation trophoblasts, express high levels of
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), and are productively infected by SARS-CoV-2 and its Delta and
Omicron variants to produce virions. Antiviral drugs suppress SARS-CoV-2 replication in eSTBs and antag-
onize the virus-induced blockage of STB maturation. Although less susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection,
trophoblast organoids originating from hTSCs show detectable viral replication reminiscent of the uncom-
mon placental infection. These findings implicate possible risk of COVID-19 infection in peri-implantation em-
bryos, which may go unnoticed. Stem cell-derived human trophoblasts such as eSTBs can potentially pro-
vide unlimited amounts of normal and genome-edited cells and facilitate coronavirus research and
antiviral discovery.
INTRODUCTION

The human placenta protects the fetus by using multiple cellular

andmolecular defensemechanisms at thematernal-fetal interface

tosafeguardagainst infectionduringpregnancy,butcertainviruses

still replicate in the placenta and infect the fetus.1 SARS-CoV-2

infection of the human placenta and resultant damage, although

relatively uncommon, havebeen reported.2–9 In rare cases, vertical

transmission from mother to fetus has been reported.4,10,11

The human placenta consists of both maternal and fetal

tissues.12 The extraembryonic ectoderm generates the prolifera-

tivemononucleated trophoblast progenitors known as villous cy-

totrophoblasts (vCTBs), which can differentiate into invasive ex-

travillous trophoblasts (EVTs) in the anchoring villi that grow out

into the maternal decidua and, by cell fusion, into non-prolifera-

tive multinucleated syncytiotrophoblasts (STBs) that form a

physical barrier against pathogens.13
Cell Repor
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
SARS-CoV-2 infects cells via its spike (S) protein binding to

the host entry receptor ACE214,15 and being primed by the

transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2).16 Molecular as-

says and single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) studies

have identified ACE2 and TMPRSS2 co-expression in only a

small number of first-trimester STBs and second-trimester

EVTs,17–19 which are gradually decreased during preg-

nancy.17,20 ACE2 shedding may also help prevent SARS-

CoV-2 infection from continuing to spread in the placenta.21

These molecular studies are in line with the overall low risk of

COVID-19 to pregnant women. However, little is known about

COVID-19’s risk to early pregnancy, since the impacts could

be unnoticed and it is technically and ethically challenging to

study normal trophoblasts of early pregnancy stages. Labora-

tory model organisms for SARS-CoV-2 have substantial differ-

ences from humans in trophoblast biology and placenta devel-

opment. Therefore, 2D and 3D cellular models of normal human
ts Medicine 3, 100849, December 20, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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trophoblasts are needed to decipher SARS-CoV-2 infection in

trophoblasts and in early pregnancy.

Expanded potential stem cells (EPSCs) derived from cleav-

age-stage preimplantation embryos retain developmental

potential for both extraembryonic and embryonic cell

lineages.22–25 In particular, human (h) EPSCs directly generated

human trophoblast stem cells (hTSCs) in vitro.24,26 Standard hu-

man embryonic stem cells (hESCs) could also generate tropho-

blast-like cells27–29 and derive hTSC-like lines.30 hTSCs were

recently established from human naive ESCs,26,31–34 which

may reflect the property of human naive epiblast to regenerate

trophoblasts.32

In the present study, we establish and validate a stem cell-

based system to interrogate trophoblast susceptibility to

SARS-CoV-2 infection by generating hTSCs from EPSCs

and naive stem cells and hTSC derivatives. SARS-CoV-2 in-

fected a small number of hTSCs expressing ACE2. In stark

contrast, early STBs (eSTBs) generated from hTSCs ex-

pressed high levels of ACE2 and were highly efficient in sup-

porting SARS-CoV-2 infection and virion production.

Knockout of ACE2 abolished SARS-CoV-2 infection. eSTBs

also expressed the DPP4 gene, which encodes the receptor

for Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-

CoV), and were susceptible to the virus infection. Low con-

centrations (nanomolar) of the antiviral drugs remdesivir

and GC376 effectively suppressed viral replication and

rescued the developmental defects caused by the infection.

In line with relatively uncommon placental infection, hTSC-

derived trophoblast organoids expressed low ACE2 and

TMPRSS2 and were inefficiently infected by SARS-CoV-2.

Taken together, our stem cell-based 2D and 3D trophoblast

infection results and the in vivo peri-implantation embryo

gene expression profiles implicate a possible risk of COVID-

19 infection in early pregnancy, but a relatively lower risk

in late pregnancy. Importantly, human stem cells can

provide normal and genome-edited cells such as eSTBs

to advance coronavirus isolation, propagation, and produc-

tion, which may help address some of the challenging tech-

nical issues of the currently used mammalian cells in virus

research.
Figure 1. Generation of human trophoblast stem cells (TSCs) and trop

(A) Schematic diagram of sequential generation of hTSCs, STBs, and EVTs from

(B) Bright-field images of hEPSCs and EPSC-TSCs. Scale bars: 100 mm.

(C) Immunofluorescence-stained EPSC-TSCs and human blastocyst-derived hT

(D) Left: RNA-seq analysis of human trophoblast and putative AME signature gen

derived CT-TSCs.36 Right: Scatterplot for gene set scores for human trophoblas

(E) PCA for comparison of hTSCs of in vivo (BST/CT) and in vitro origins (naive, prim

(D0–D5), primed hPSCs to AME-L (late)-like cells (D0–D3), and partially primed hP

differentiation trajectories.

(F) Bright-field images of EPSC-TSCs differentiating toward STBs (STB-D6). Sca

(G) Gene expression (qRT-PCR) during EPSC-TSCdifferentiation toward STBs. Dat

(H) Immunostaining of STBs-D6 for GCM1 and CGB (top) and GATA3 (bottom). A

bars, 50 or 100 mm as indicated.

(I) Bright-field images of EPSC-TSCs differentiating toward EVT-D8. Scale bars,

(J) Immunostaining of EVT-D8 for KRT7 and HLA-G. Scale bars, 50 or 100 mm as

(K) Gene expression (qRT-PCR) during EPSC-TSC differentiation toward EVTs. D

(L) Flow cytometric analysis of HLA-A, -B, -C and HLA-G on EVT-D8. EPSC-TSC

(M) Invasiveness of EVT-D8 in the transwell assay. The invading/migrating cells o
RESULTS

Establishment of EPSC-TSCs and generation of STBs
and EVTs for infection
Based on the published culture conditions,35 we established

several hTSC lines from M1 hEPSCs, which were converted

from the primed human ESC line M124 (Figures 1A and 1B).

EPSC-TSCs formed cobblestone-shaped colonies and ex-

pressed typical hTSC markers (Figures 1B, 1C, and S1A) and

trophoblast-specific C19MC miRNAs (has-miR-517c-3p, 517-

5p, 525-3p, and 526b-3p)38 (Figure S1B) highly resembling hu-

man blastocyst-derived TSCs (BST-TSCs).35 They were low or

negative for the classical human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I

molecules HLA-A and -B, like BST-TSCs (Figures S1C and

S1D). EPSC-TSCs did not highly express putative amniotic

epithelium (AME) signature genes such as CDX2, MUC16,

GABRP, ITGB6, or VTCN139–43 (Figures 1D, S1E, and S1F;

Table S1), similar to those derived from human blastocyst and

placenta cytotrophoblasts (BST-TSCs, CT-TSCs, CT27-TSCs,

CT29-TSCs, CT30-TSCs, BTS5-TSCs, and BTS-11-

TSCs).35,36 We further transcriptomically compared hTSCs

derived from EPSCs, primed, and naive stem cells with those

of in vivo origins and AME-like cells24,30–32,35–37 (Table S2).

EPSC-TSCs and naive-TSCs were more similar to each other

than to ‘‘primed’’-TSCs in the expression of putative AME

signature genes (Figures 1D, 1E, and S1G).

EPSC-TSCs were induced to generate STBs (Figures 1F and

S1H). The trophoblast progenitor marker TP63 was reduced,

while STB genes such as GCM1, b-chorionic gonadotrophin 3

gene (CGB3), and CGB5 were quickly increased (Figure 1G).

Immunofluorescence staining of day 6 differentiated cells

(STB-D6) detected GCM1+ and CGB+ and multinucleated

STBs (Figures 1H and S1I), some of which seemingly lost

GATA3 expression (Figure 1H). Functionally, in the supernatant

of STB-D6 cells, ELISA detected properly folded and secreted

b-hCG hormone (Figure S1J). Under TGF-b inhibition, EPSC-

TSCs efficiently generated EVTs with mesenchymal morphol-

ogies and were stained positively for KRT7, HLA-G, ITGA1,

and IGTA5 (Figures 1I, 1J, and S1K), with ITGA1, MMP2, and

HLA-G rapidly increased and GATA3 decreased or absent
hoblast subtypes from hEPSCs

hEPSCs.

SCs (BST-TSC).35 Scale bars, 100 mm.

e (Table S1) expression in EPSC- and BST/CT-TSC and five human placenta-

t and putative AME signature genes (Table S1) in hTSCs of various origins.

ed, and EPSC). Datasets include in vitro differentiation of naive hPSCs to TSCs

SCs to AME-E (early)-like (D0–D5).37 The dashed lines and arrows indicate the

le bars, 100 mm.

a aremean± SD; n = 3 biological replicates. Student’s t test, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

rrows indicate the lack of GATA3 in a multinucleated CGB+ mature STB. Scale

100 mm.

indicated.

ata are mean ± SD; n = 3 biological replicates. Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.

s were used as the control.

n the lower surface were stained with crystal violet. Scale bar, 100 mm.
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Figure 2. Trophoblasts derived from hEPSCs resemble those in human peri-implantation embryos and placenta

(A and B) UMAP analysis of scRNA-seq data of cells from in vitro-cultured peri-implantation (PI) embryo stages (top) and of cells from first (T1)- and second (T2)-

trimester placenta (bottom). Cells are colored by developmental time points (ED6–14, embryonic day 6–14; HE8W/HE24W, placenta trophoblasts at 8 or

24 weeks of gestation, corresponding to first or second trimester) in (A) and trophoblast subtypes at each stage in (B).

(legend continued on next page)
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(Figures 1K and S1L). On day 8, most cells were positive for

HLA-G, ITGA1, and ITGA5, but negative for the classical HLA

class I molecules HLA-A and -B (Figures 1L and S1M). Function-

ally, EPSC-TSC-derived EVTs possessed potent invasiveness

capability (Figure 1M).

We next performed RNA-seq analysis of EPSC-TSCs and their

derivative STBs (D2, D4, and D6) and EVTs (D4, D6, and D8) and

compared them with human primary trophoblast-derived hTSCs

(CT-TSC, BTS-TSC) and their derivatives.36 Principal-compo-

nent analysis (PCA) showed that EPSC-TSCs again clustered

closely to both CT-TSCs and BTS-TSCs, while EPSC-EVTs

and EPSC-STBs clustered closely to CT-EVTs/BTS-EVTs and

CT-STBs/BTS-STBs, respectively (Figure S1N). RNA-seq further

confirmed low classical HLA class I molecules HLA-A and -B

(Figure S1O) in all TSCs.36

Trophoblasts derived from hEPSCs molecularly
resemble those in human peri-implantation embryos
and placenta
We next computationally compared EPSC-derived trophoblasts

with those in human peri-implantation embryos and the placenta

to validate the lineage identity of the in vitro-generated tropho-

blasts. We extracted scRNA-seq data of 4,041 peri-implantation

extraembryonic cells (embryonic days 6–14) in a prolonged cul-

ture of human embryos in vitro44 and 952 placental cells from

first- and second-trimester pregnancies45 and subsequently

combined these scRNA-seq datasets to compute the joint uni-

form manifold approximation and projection (UMAP), with their

developmental times highlighted (in embryonic day, or ED, or

gestational week, or W) (Figure 2A) and developmental stages

and subtypes annotated (Figure 2B). The peri-implantation

sector contained the trophoblast cells (PI-TBs), which

possessed stemness and potency to differentiate into EVTs

(PI-EVTs) and STBs (PI-STBs) as shown in the same sector (Fig-

ure 2B). Correspondingly, the placenta cells were identified as

first-trimester cytotrophoblast cells (T1-CTBs), T1-EVTs, and

T1-STB or second-trimester placenta EVTs (T2-EVTs) (Fig-

ure 2B). The trophoblast markers were examined in each

stage-specific subtype, which validated their trophoblast identi-

ties (Figure S2A). Notably, these human in vivo trophoblasts did

not appear to highly express the reported putative amnion

marker genesMUC16, GABRP, or CDX2, whereas some did ex-

press VTCN1, ITGB6, and ISL1 (Figure S2B), whose identity war-

rants further investigation.

We then projected and mapped EPSC-TSCs and blastocyst-

or cytotrophoblast-derived TSCs (BST-TSCs, CT-TSCs) and

their STBs/EVTs35 against the in vivo trophoblast clusters cate-

gorized by stage and lineage as described in Figures 2A and

2B. All hTSCs (EPSC-TSCs, BST-TSCs, CT-TSCs) were pro-
(C)Mapping of in vitro human trophoblast cell bulk RNA-seq data to the peri-impla

in light blue filled circles.

(D) Expression of ACE2 in peri-implantation and placenta trophoblast scRNA-se

(E) Left: violin plots of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression (log-transformed transcrip

ACE2-positive cells, categorized according to stage and cell lineage. Dots are c

indicates the percentage of ACE2- or TMPRSS2-positive cells from each catego

(F) RNA-seq signals of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in BST/CT-STBs and EPSC-STBs.

vertical bar represents an exon, and the transcription direction is from right to le
jected proximal to PI-TBs,33 whereas STBswere projected prox-

imal to PI-STBs, and EVTs to T1-EVTs, regardless of cell line

origin (Figure 2C). The resemblance between in vitro-generated

trophoblasts and in vivo counterparts was supported by

whole-transcriptome Pearson correlation (Figure S2C). Notably,

none of the hTSCs or their STBs/EVTs expressed the putative

AME genes at high levels (Figure S2D).

To explore the potential trophoblast susceptibility to SARS-

CoV-2, we examined ACE2 in the in vivo trophoblasts and de-

tected its high expression in the PI-STB cluster (Figures 2D

and 2E). ACE2 and trophoblast subtype markers exhibit signifi-

cant positive correlations with STB markers such as CD46,

CGB5, ENG, and CSH2 (r = 0.245, 0.200, 0.207, and 0.248,

respectively, p < 0.0001) (Figure S2E), but not EVT genes

(Table S3). The PI-STB cluster also co-expressed the highest

levels of ACE2 and TMPRSS2, whereas some co-expression

was detected in PI-TBs, T1-STBs, and T2-EVTs (Figures 2E

and S2F), in line with previous studies.17,19 Other reported

SARS-CoV-2 receptors, like BSG46 and AXL,47 however, did

not appear to be expressed in any specific cell cluster

(Figure S2F).

In the in vitro-cultured trophoblasts, EPSC-TSCs, BST-TSCs,

CT-TSCs, and their STBs and EVT derivatives, all expressed

ACE2 and TMPRSS2, with STBs having the highest levels

(Figures 2F, S2G, and S2H), whereas hEPSCs had barely detect-

ableACE2 or TMPRSS2 (Figure S2H). The host factor expression

profiles in both in vivo and in vitro trophoblasts highlighted STBs’

potential susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection.

hTSCs are susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection
We next experimentally compared the viral replication kinetics

among hEPSCs, EPSC-TSCs, STBs, and EVTs. Briefly, cells

were infected with SARS-CoV-2 (SARS-CoV-2 HKU-001a

strain; GenBank accession no. MT230940) for 2 h, followed

by incubation in fresh medium for another 24, 48, or 72 h or

hpi (hours post infection) (Figure 3A). The supernatant and

cell lysates were collected for viral genome and antigen detec-

tion. hEPSCs did not express ACE2 (Figure S2H) and thus were

poorly infected by SARS-CoV-2, as evidenced by viral genome

detection in the supernatant or cell lysate and negative immu-

nofluorescence staining of the viral N protein (Figures 3B,

S3A, and S3B). In line with the relatively low ACE2 and

TMPRSS2 expression levels (Figure S2H), SARS-CoV-2 in-

fected EPSC-TSCs, but only about 3%–4% of the cells stained

positive for the viral N protein (Figures 3B and 3C). Infected

EPSC-TSCs were positively stained for ACE2 and the pan-

trophoblast marker KRT7 (Figure 3D). Intriguingly, infected

EPSC-TSCs expressed the blastocyst trophectoderm (TE)

marker ENPEP34 (Figure 3E), which is a candidate co-receptor
ntation and placental trophoblast clusters in (B). The in vitro cells are highlighted

q clusters.

ts per million [TPM]). Right: dot plot of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression levels in

olored according to the mean expression value in each category and dot size

ry that expresses ACE2.

The ACE2 and TMPRSS2 genomic loci are plotted at the bottom, where each

ft.
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for SARS-CoV-2.48 Similar to EPSC-TSCs, about 0.5%–1% of

BST-TSCs derived from human blastocysts35 were infected

by SARS-CoV-2 and stained positive for KRT7, ACE2, and

ENPEP (Figures S3C and S3D).

We next converted human primed ESCs (H1) into naive stem

cells in the PXGL condition32 (Figures S3E-S3K) for deriving

naive TSCs. Consistently, 2%–3% of the naive TSCs were in-

fected by SARS-CoV-2 (Figure S3L) while expressing ACE2 (Fig-

ure S3M) and ENPEP (Figure S3M). The presence of a small

number of ACE2+ and SARS-CoV-2-susceptible hTSCs revealed

the heterogeneity of the current hTSC cultures, which warrants

future investigation. The observation that hTSCs are transcrip-

tionally similar to PI-TBs33 (Figure 2C) and that ACE2+ hTSCs

were susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 indicates that human peri-im-

plantation embryos are potentially at risk of SARS-CoV-2

infection.

eSTBs are highly susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection
STBs in peri-implantation embryos and those generated from

hTSCs co-expressed ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Figures 2D, 2E, 2F,

and S2F). In hTSC differentiation toward STBs, expression of

both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 was substantially increased starting

from day 2 (STB-D2) (Figures 3F and 3G), in line with more effi-

cient infection by SARS-CoV-2 in STBs than in hTSCs

(Figures 3H and 3I). We noticed that the virus-infected cells

were generally positive for early STB markers (SSEA4 and

CD46)49,50 (Figure 3J). Indeed, multinucleated and CGB+ mature

STBs did not express ACE2 highly and accounted for only a mi-

nor population of infected cells (Figure 3K). These results indi-

cate that SARS-CoV-2 appears to preferentially infect immature

or early STBs.
Figure 3. eSTBs are highly susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection amon

(A) Schematic diagram of SARS-CoV-2 infection of in vitro trophoblasts.

(B) qRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 genome copy numbers (permL) in the sup

n = 3 biological replicates. Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.

(C) Immunofluorescence image of 24 hpi EPSC-TSCs stained for SARS-CoV-2 N

are mean ± SEM; n = 36, quantification of 36 random images.

(D) Immunofluorescence detection of KRT7, ACE2, and N protein in the infected

(E) Representative immunofluorescence images of N protein and ENPEP at 24 h

(F) Bar plot for expression (cpm) of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in hEPSCs, EPSC-TSCs

(G) Detection of ACE2 protein in EPSC-TSCs and during their differentiation tow

(H) qRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 genome copy numbers (per mL) in the sup

SD; n = 3. Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.

(I) qRT-PCR analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genome copy number in cell lysates of 48

***p < 0.001.

(J) Immunofluorescence staining of 48 hpi STB-D6 for ACE2, CGB, and N prote

specified.

(K) Immunofluorescence staining of 48 hpi STB-D6 for ACE2, CGB, and N protein

STB-D6. Arrowheads indicate that some CGB-low or mono- or binucleated cells

(L) qRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 genome copy number (per mL) in the s

mean ± SD; n = 3. Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.

(M) Representative immunofluorescence images of 24 hpi EPSC-TSCs and eSTB

(N) qRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 gene expression in cell lysates of the infe

(O) Plaque formation assay to detect SARS-CoV-2 virus in supernatants from th

periments; ***p < 0.001 (Student’s t test). PFUs, plaque-forming units.

(P) Bubble plot for RNA-seq analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genes (E, M, N, S) in the ce

(Q) Representative immunofluorescence images of 24 hpi eSTBs stained for ACE2

uninfected multinucleated CGB+ cell. Arrows indicate an infected binucleated ST

(R) Quantification of the percentages of eSTB marker CD46 in 24 hpi eSTBs. Da

(S) Quantification of the percentages of mono-, bi-, and multinucleated cells in 2
In STB-D2, most cells were mononucleated and negative for

CGB, and only 3% of cells were multinucleated (Figures S3N

and S3O). The early STB gene CD46 was transiently upregu-

lated in STB-D2, whereas the mature STB gene CGB mark-

edly increased after D2 (Figure S3P). Notably, ACE2 and

TMPRSS2 expression was rapidly upregulated in STB-D2

(Figures 3F and 3G). We thus used STB-D2 cells for subse-

quent infection experiments and empirically named these cells

as eSTBs.

Following infection of eSTBs with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI 0.1), su-

pernatants were collected at 2, 24, 48, and 72 hpi and quanti-

fied for viral RNA load, which revealed that eSTBs produced

high amounts of supernatant viral RNA at 48 and 72 hpi (Fig-

ure 3L). Immunofluorescence staining at 24 hpi showed sub-

stantially higher rates of infection than that of EPSC-TSCs (Fig-

ure 3M). In line with this observation, >3 log10 viral genome

copies in the cell lyses was documented comparing eSTBs

with hTSCs (Figure 3N). A continuous release of infectious virus

particles from the infected eSTBs was detectable in plaque as-

says (Figure 3O). The robust production of SARS-CoV-2 was

further revealed in RNA-seq, where abundant transcripts of

viral Envelope (E), Membrane glycoprotein (M), Nucleocapsid

(N), and S genes were detected (Figure 3P).51 Immunostaining

for SARS-CoV-2 N protein revealed that the virus-infected cells

were primarily CD46+, whereas those multinucleated cells were

infrequently infected (Figures 3Q, 3R, and 3S). Similar results

were obtained in eSTBs generated from naive TSCs

(Figures S3Q and S3R).

EPSC-EVTs expressed low levels of ACE2 and TMPRSS2

(Figure S2H). Consistently, only 1%–2% of EVTs were infected

by SARS-CoV-2 (Figures S3S, S3T, S3U, and S3V).
g trophoblasts

ernatants of virus-co-cultured cells at different time points. Data aremean ±SD;

protein. Scale bar, 100 mm. Right: percentages of N-protein-positive cells. Data

EPSC-TSCs. Scale bars, 50 mm.

pi in EPSC-TSCs. Scale bar, 50 mm.

, and STBs and EVTs differentiated from EPSC-TSCs at indicated time points.

ard STBs.

ernatants of virus-co-cultured EPSC-TSCs and (day 4) STBs. Data are mean ±

hpi EPSC-TSCs and STB-D4. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3. Student’s t test,

in and for early STB markers CD46 and SSEA4. Scale bars, 50 or 100 mm as

, and percentages of mono-, bi-, and multinucleated CGB+ cells in the infected

were infected by SARS-CoV-2. DAPI stains the nucleus. Scale bars, 100 mm.

upernatants of virus-co-cultured EPSC-TSCs and eSTBs (STB-D2). Data are

s (STB-D2) stained for N protein. Scale bars, 200 mm.

cted cells at 48 hpi. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3. Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001.

e infected eSTBs (48 hpi). Data are mean ± SD; n = 3 three independent ex-

ll lysates of 48 hpi eSTBs.

and N protein and for STBmarkers CD46 and CGB. The dotted area shows an

B. Scale bars, 100 mm.

ta are mean ± SEM.

4 hpi eSTBs. SARS-CoV-2 preferentially infects mononucleated cells.
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Susceptibility of human trophoblasts to SARS-CoV-2
variants of concern
SARS-CoV-2 variants carrying various mutations have been

found to influence virus replication, infectivity, transmission,

and infection- and vaccine-induced immunity.52 The Delta

variant was the previous predominant circulating SARS-CoV-2

strain, but was overtaken by the Omicron variants in late

November 2021. Quantification of viral RNA genome copies

generated over a period of 48 h demonstrated that both the Delta

(B.1.617.2) and the Omicron (B.1.1.529) variants replicated

robustly in EPSC-eSTBs and appeared to be as good as in

Vero E6 cells (Figures 4A and 4B).

Among the three lineages of SARS-CoV-2, less viral NP anti-

gen in EPSC-eSTBs was found in Delta- (�18.8%) and Omi-

cron-infected cells (�22%) compared with the wild-type (WT)

SARS-CoV-2 (�54%) (Figure 4C), as confirmed by viral genome

quantification (Figure 4D). In line with a previous in vivo study,51

ACE2 expression was significantly downregulated in EPSC-

eSTBs following either Delta or Omicron infection (Figure 4D).

Similar phenotypes were observed in eSTBs generated from

additional EPSC-TSC lines (EPSC-TSC 3# and hiEPSC-TSC24)

and from naive-TSCs and BST-TSCs for their susceptibility to

the WT, Delta, and Omicron variants (Figures S4A and S4B).

Thus, eSTBs’ susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection is indepen-

dent of cell origin and genetic background.

SARS-CoV-2 infection impairs hTSC differentiation to
STBs and induces a potent innate immune response
We next investigated global transcriptomic changes in infected

EPSC-eSTBs (Figure 4E). Pearson correlation and cluster anal-

ysis revealed that the SARS-CoV-2-infected cells (24 hpi or

STB-D3; 48 hpi or STB-D4) were clustered together and sepa-

rated from the mock infection controls (Figure S4C). Compara-

tive transcriptomic analysis identified 654 upregulated and 736

downregulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the in-

fected cells (Figure S4C).

Among the DEGs significantly decreased in SARS-CoV-2-in-

fected cells were CGA, CGBs (CGB3, 5, 7, 8), GCM1, SDC1,

and ENDOU and others that are highly expressed in mature

and multinucleated STBs (Figures 4E and S4D), indicating that
Figure 4. SARS-CoV-2 variants robustly replicate in eSTBs

(A) Schematic diagram of eSTBs for SARS-CoV-2 wild-type (WT) and Delta or O

(B) Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 replication kinetics in EPSC-eSTBs and Vero E6

(C) Left: representative immunofluorescence images of N protein and GATA2 in E

percentages of N protein-positive EPSC-eSTBs. Error bars: mean and SEM; n = 4

Delta-, and Omicron-infected eSTBs, respectively.

(D) qRT-PCR analysis of ACE2 and virus gene expression levels in 48 hpi EPSC-eS

(E) Volcano plots of gene expression in infected STB-D3 and STB-D4. The horizon

red dashed lines marks expression fold change of 1.5.

(F) A scatter diagram of the transcriptomic analysis of TEs after virus infection. D

pressed TEs are in gray. Expression levels of TEs used for the x axis are from DE

(G) RNA-seq signal of HERV-W in infected STB-3 and STB-4 and the mock-infec

(H) Pseudotime analysis depicting PI-TB to PI-STB development trajectory. The bl

STB subpopulations are colored by machine learning predicted pseudotime. The

computed using SCANPY. Gray dashed arrow describes the linear regression re

(I) Infected vs. normal (mock) STB-D3 and STB-D4 mapped against the PI-TB to

(J) Bubble plot for host factors ACE2, TMPRSS2,CTSL,CTSV, andCTSB; infectio

are in accordance with Z score and bubble sizes are proportional to expression
the infection caused a possible developmental blockage. Gene

set enrichment analysis (GSEA) revealed a significant enrich-

ment of cell-cycle, in particular, G2-M, related genes in the in-

fected cells compared with the mock control (Figure S4E). The

lack of mature STB signature and higher cell-cycle genes in in-

fected cells are consistent, since mature and multinucleated

STBs are known to have inactive cell cycles.

Interestingly, GSEA revealed that SARS-CoV-2 infection did

not substantially affect the infected cells’ viability, as

apoptosis-related genes were not significantly changed (Fig-

ure S4E). In contrast, infected Vero E6 cells had enriched expres-

sion of apoptosis-related genes53 (Figure S4E). Experimentally,

Vero E6 cells mostly detached by 72 hpi due to cell death,

whereas eSTBs did not show an obvious cytopathogenic effect

(CPE) (Figure S4F). Furthermore, TUNEL cell apoptosis assay

confirmed that, distinct from Vero E6 cells, eSTBs did not un-

dergo appreciable apoptosis by 72 hpi (Figure S4F). Therefore,

the lack ofmature STBs in the infected cells is more likely caused

by developmental block.

The multinucleate STB formation requires the endogenous

retrovirus (HERV) proteins Syncytin-1, an envelope gene of

HERV-W, and Syncytin-2, produced by HERV-FRD.54,55 SARS-

CoV-2 infection of eSTBs resulted in lower levels of both

HERV-W (HERV17-int, Syncytin-1) and HERV-FRD

(Syncytin-2), but substantially increased HERV-K expression

(Figures 4G and S4G). HERV-K is known to be exclusively ex-

pressed in cytotrophoblast cells (progenitors) in the human

placenta.56

To further investigate eSTB development following the infec-

tion, we extracted the PI-TB and PI-STB differentiation process

from the in vivo trophoblast scRNA-seq data44 to generate a

pseudotime trajectory, which increased from immature PI-TB

to relatively mature PI-STB (Figure 4H). Using machine learning,

wemapped themock- and virus-infected STB cells (STB-D3 and

STB-D4) to this pseudotime trajectory and discovered that the

infected cells were closer to PI-TB along the pseudotime trajec-

tory compared with the mock cells (Figure 4I). SARS-CoV-2

infection thus impaired eSTB differentiation and maturation,

implicating a potential COVID-19 risk in early pregnancy, which

may be asymptomatic and unnoticed.57
micron variant infection.

cells.

PSC-eSTBs infected by SARS-CoV-2 WT, Delta, and Omicron at 24 hpi. Right:

9, 60, and 49 for quantification of random immunofluorescence images in WT-,

TBs. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3. Student’s t test, exact p values are presented.

tal red dashed linemarks the adjusted p value (Wald test) 0.05, while the vertical

ifferentially expressed TEs (p < 0.05) are in colors, while non-differentially ex-

Seq2 results. Data from STB-D3 and STB-D4 are combined in this analysis.

tion control cells. Library size was used to normalize the read counts.

ack dashed arrow indicates the imputed direction of differentiation. PI-TB to PI-

x axis is the predicted pseudotime, and the y axis is the diffusion pseudotime

lationship between the predicted pseudotime and the diffusion pseudotime.

PI-STB pseudotime trajectory (see STAR Methods).

n-related signaling pathways; and virus genes in infected eSTBs. Bubble colors

levels.
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SARS-CoV-2 infection caused a strong innate immunity

response. Genes encoding interferon signaling components

(IFNL1, IFIH1) and genes associated with TNF-a signaling via

NF-kB, such as TNFAIP3 and NFKBIA, were upregulated in in-

fected cells (Figures 4E and S4D). Gene ontology (GO) term anal-

ysis found enriched terms related to virus cellular response and

immune response pathways in SARS-CoV-2-infected STBs (Fig-

ure S4H). As expected, KEGG pathway analysis revealed that

the coronavirus disease COVID-19 pathway was among the

overrepresented ones (Figure S4H). Bubble plot analysis further

demonstrated an enrichment of pathways associatedwith innate

immune response and interleukin and TNF signaling pathways in

the upregulated genes (Figure 4J).

The double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) generated during corona-

virus genome replication and transcription could be recognized

by melanoma differentiation gene 5 (MDA5/IFIH1) in the cyto-

plasm to trigger innate immune activation upon coronavirus

infection.58–60 IFIH1 was highly upregulated in the infected cells

(Figure 4J). Meanwhile, DNA is not known to be involved in the

SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. Consistently, genes encoding cGAS

and STING1, both being components of the cGAS-STING

pathway of the innate immune system detecting cytosolic

DNA, were not substantially altered (Figure 4J).

In response to viral infections, interferons (IFNs) initiate

signaling cascades that stimulate the expression of many

genes and create an intracellular antiviral defense. Type III

IFNs are important antiviral factors.61 Particularly, IFN-l1 is

known to be constitutively released from human placental tro-

phoblasts to protect the fetus from viral infections.62,63 Type

III IFNs have also been shown to restrict SARS-CoV-2 infection

in airway and intestinal epithelia.64,65 Infected cells expressed

high levels of genes encoding type III IFNs, including IFN-l1

(IL-29 or IFNL1), IFN-l2 (IL-28A or IFNL2), IFN-l3 (IL-28B or

IFNL3), and IFN-l4 (IFNL4) (Figure 4J). 20-50-oligoadenylate
synthetase 1 (OAS1) is a recently identified IFN-signaling down-

stream gene that stimulates RNase L and specifically inhibits

the virus.66 It was highly expressed in the infected eSTBs

(Figure 4J).

In line with Vero E6 cells being genetically defective in IFN

signaling and TMPRSS2,67,68 they expressed ACE2 but not

TMPRSS2 (Figure S4I).53 In the infected Vero E6 cells, the IFN

genes IFNb1, IRF3, and TBK1 showed no changes and the anti-

viral effector OAS1 showed only mild upregulation (Figure S4I).

The relatively high Omicron replication in TMPRSS2-deficient

Vero E6 cells, as presented in Figures 4B, S4A, and S4B, is

possibly due to Omicron infection being more dependent on ca-

thepsins or other endosomal proteases than other variants of

concern.69–72 Vero E6 expressed Cathepsin L (CTSL) and
Figure 5. Antiviral drugs remdesivir and GC376 effectively inhibit replic

(A) Schematic diagram of SARS-CoV-2 infection in an eSTB cell model.

(B) Dose-dependent inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 WT/Delta/Omicron by remdesivir/G

by qRT-PCR. Data are mean ± SEM; n = 3. Two-way ANOVA; ns, not significant

(C) Bubble plot for genes of host factors, infection-related signaling pathways, and

score and bubble size is expression level.

(D) Boxplots for upregulated and downregulated genes in 48 hpi EPSC-eSTBs,

mdesivir or GC376. Statistical significance was calculated by Wilcoxon test usin

(E) Mapping of 48 hpi EPSC-eSTBs in the presence or absence of remdesivir (10
Cathepsin L2 (CTSV), which were downregulated following the

infection (Figure S4I). Similarly, eSTBs expressed both

Cathepsin genes, and the infected cells showed decreased

expression (Figure 4J), which may be a mechanism for Omicron

replication in eSTBs.

Remdesivir and GC376 effectively eliminate eSTB
SARS-CoV-2 and variant infection
The eSTBs permitted robust SARS-CoV-2 infection and thus

provide normal and physiologically relevant cells for evaluating

antiviral drugs. To this end, we tested the FDA-approved antiviral

drug remdesivir73 and a veterinary drug, GC376,74 in our cell

models (Figure 5A). Remdesivir effectively eliminated SARS-

CoV-2 infection in Vero E6 cells at around 5 mM with an IC50 of

0.77 mM.75 In eSTBs, remarkably, remdesivir demonstrated an

IC50 of 3.2 ± 0.1 nM for SARS-CoV-2 and 5.5 ± 1.2 nM for Delta

and 4.1 ± 1.5 nM for Omicron variants (Figures 5B, S5A,

and S5B).

GC376 is a repurposed SARS-CoV-2 main protease inhibitor

that increases survival of mice with a fatal SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion.76 GC376 suppressed the virus infection in eSTBs with an

IC50 of 31.2 ± 5.6 nM against WT, 25.5 ± 3.2 nM against Delta

variant, and 31.4 ± 4.1 nM against Omicron variant (Figures 5B

and S5B), which were much lower than in Vero E6 cells

(0.70 mM).77 The effectiveness of these two drugs against

SARS-CoV-2 in eSTBs was further confirmed by the substan-

tially reduced viral N antigen expression in immunofluorescence

staining (Figure S5C). Similar results were obtained in naive

eSTBs (Figure S5D).

Expression of the DPP4 gene, the host entry receptor of

MERS-CoV, another highly pathogenic human coronavirus, is

highly correlated with ACE2 and ENPEP in human preimplanta-

tion embryos48 and was detected in eSTBs (Figure S5E).

MERS-CoV infected eSTBs derived from hEPSC-TSCs at an ef-

ficiency comparable to that in Vero E6 cells,78 and both remde-

sivir and GC376 could effectively block MERS-CoV replication in

eSTBs with efficiencies comparable to those in Vero E6 cells

(Figure S5F). These results indicate the potential of eSTBs for

antiviral evaluation against SARS-CoV-2, MERS-CoV, and other

coronaviruses.

We next examined the global transcriptome of infected and

drug-treated cells. Both drug treatments drastically reduced

expression of SARS-CoV-2 genes (E, M, N, and S) (Figure 5C).

Neither drug appeared to cause substantial changes in host

innate immune response genes such as MDA5, IFNL1-4,

IFNB1, and OAS, but proinflammatory cytokine genes such as

TNF, IL-6, and IL-8 were all downregulated in the drug-treated

cells (Figures 5C and S5G).
ation of SARS-CoV-2 and its variants in eSTBs

C376 in EPSC-derived eSTBs. Viral copies in the supernatant were quantified

; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

virus genes in infected eSTBs. Bubble color is in accordancewith expression Z

with or without SARS-CoV-2 infection, and in the presence or absence of re-

g mean of expression values.

mM) or GC376 (10 mM) against in vivo pseudotime trajectory.
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We next asked whether remdesivir and GC376 treatment

could mitigate the infection-caused developmental defect. Hier-

archical clustering analysis confirmed a shift of the drug-treated

cells toward the mock infection control STBs (Figure S5H), with

substantially reduced upregulated and downregulated genes

(Figure 5D). Furthermore, machine learning analysis based on

global expression decomposition revealed that, along the PI-

TB to PI-STB pseudotime trajectory, drug treatment induced a

shift away from PI-TB and toward PI-STB, indicating a partial

rescue of eSTB development defects (Figure 5E).

Direct derivation of 3D trophoblast organoids from
EPSC-TSCs for SARS-CoV-2 infection
Human organoids, particularly of respiratory cells, have been

extensively investigated for SARS-CoV-2 infection.79 Long-

term and genetically stable trophoblast organoids are derived

from first-trimester placenta tissues or blastocysts, which grow

as complex structures closely recapitulating the organization of

in vivo placental villi.80,81 It was recently reported that 3D or orga-

noid culture of hTSCs more closely resembled the in vivo coun-

terparts than 2D hTSCs.36 We thus investigated 3D trophoblast

organoids in SARS-CoV-2 infection. From EPSC-TSCs, we

directly established trophoblast organoids,82 where individual

hTSCs self-aggregated and developed into 3D organoids (Fig-

ure 6A). The organoids were reminiscent of those derived from

the placenta,80,81 where the basement membrane was on the

outside in contact with the Matrigel substratum, whereas syncy-

tial masses lined the central cavity (Figure 6B). Multinucleated

mature STBs expressing CGB and ENDONwere found at the or-

ganoids’ center and most of them did not highly express the

stemness transcription factors GATA3, TFAP2A, and TFAP2C

or the eSTB marker CD46 (Figures 6C, S6A, and S6B). Tropho-

blast organoids harbored both stem cells and STBs.80,81 They

expressed genes of both hTSCs and STBs, although the levels

were lower than those in hTSC or STB cultures (Figures 6D

and S6C), and secreted full-length and properly folded b-hCG

hormone (Figure S6D). Consistent with a recent study,36 hTSC-

trophoblast organoids expressed higher levels of trophoblast-

specific miRNAs (has-miR-517a and 525-3p) compared with
Figure 6. Infection of EPSC-TSC trophoblast organoids (EPSC-ORG) b

(A) Bright-field images of EPSC-ORGs derived from EPSC-TSCs. Scale bars, 10

(B) H&E staining of cryosections (top) and paraffin sections (bottom) of EPSC-O

clusters in the outer layer of EPSC-ORGs. Arrowhead in the paraffin section (bo

100 mm.

(C) Immunofluorescence staining of EPSC-ORG sections for cytotrophoblast ma

point to the multinucleated STBs that express high CGB but are negatively staine

STBs that are negatively stained for CD46. Scale bars, 100 or 50 mm as indicate

(D) Changes in gene expression (qRT-PCR) in EPSC-TSCs and EPSC-ORGs. Data

t test).

(E) 3D PCA for placenta-derived trophoblasts (CT-TSC/-STB/-EVT) and troph

placenta-tissue-generated trophoblast organoids, placenta-ORG) and EPSC-d

indicated by shape.

(F) Heatmap showing EPSC-ORG expression of both TSC and STB trophoblast g

and BTS11). Z score of cpm was used and shown as heatmap signatures.

(G) Bar plots of expression (cpm) of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in EPSC-TSC/STB/EV

numbers (per mL) in the supernatants of virus-co-cultured EPSC-TSCs, eSTBs (

(H) Immunofluorescence images of paraffin sections of SARS-CoV-2-infected EP

mononucleated infected cells, whereas yellow arrows point to a large multinucle

higher resolution. Scale bars, 50 or 100 mm as indicated.
the 2D TSCs (Figure S6E). These trophoblast organoids did not

express appreciable levels of EVT genes but could be induced

to robustly generate migrating HLA-G+ and ITGA5+ EVT cells

(Figures S6F and S6G), confirming the presence of bipotential

stem cells.

RNA-seq analysis further unraveled the global gene expres-

sion similarities between trophoblast organoids derived from

EPSC-TSCs (EPSC-ORGs) and from placental CT-TSCs (CT-

TSC-ORGs) (Figure 6E).36 Both co-expressed markers for

TSCs and STBs, similar to trophoblast organoids derived from

primary villous placenta80,81 (Figure 6F and Table S4).

In EPSC-ORGs, ACE2 was expressed at levels comparable to

those in EPSC-TSCs, but TMPRSS2 expression was much lower

(Figure 6G), resembling that in the placenta.17–19 EPSC-ORGs

were next infected with SARS-CoV-2 at an MOI of 10 based on

the published condition for SARS-CoV-2 infection in organoids.83

SARS-CoV-2RNA copy number in the supernatants from infected

EPSC-ORGs was at levels comparable to those of EPSC-TSC

infection (Figure 6G). Immunofluorescence staining revealed a

small number of cells located along the periphery of the EPSC-

ORGs positive for SARS-CoV-2 N, which varied substantially

among organoids, possibly due to cellular heterogeneity. The in-

fected cells tended to co-express ACE2, CD46, and E-cadherin

but not CGB (Figures 6H and S6H), although the co-expression

was much more clearly demonstrated in 2D-cultured eSTBs (Fig-

ure 3Q). The low SARS-CoV-2 infection in the trophoblast organo-

ids in vitro supports clinical observations that opportunistic SARS-

CoV-2 infection of the human placenta are uncommon.5,6

ACE2 is essential for SARS-CoV-2 infection in
trophoblasts
To genetically validate the role of ACE2 in SARS-CoV-2 infection

in human trophoblasts, wemade homozygous deletions inACE2

coding exon 2 in hEPSCs using CRISPR-Cas9 (Figures S7A–

S7D). The ACE2 knockout hEPSCs (ACE2-KO) had normal

morphology and expressed high levels of key pluripotency genes

(OCT4 andNANOG) and markers (SSEA3 and TRA-1-60) but low

levels of lineage genes (Figures 7A, S7E, and S7F), comparable

to the normal parental hEPSCs.
y SARS-CoV-2

0 mm.

RGs. Arrowhead in the cryosection (top right) indicates densely packed cell

ttom right) indicates the multinucleated STBs inside EPSC-ORG. Scale bars,

rkers TFAP2A and YAP1 and for STB markers CD46 and CGB. Yellow arrows

d for E-cadherin. The dashed line box areas are shown for the multinucleated

d.

aremean ±SD; n = 3 independent replicates; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (Student’s

oblast organoids (CT-TSC-generated trophoblast organoids, CT-TSC-ORG;

erived trophoblasts (EPSC-TSC/STB/EVT) and EPSC-ORG. Cell sources are

enes, similar to trophoblast organoids generated from CT-TSCs (CT29, CT30,

T and EPSC-ORG. Right: qRT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 genome copy

STB-D2), and EPSC-ORGs. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3.

SC-ORG stained for N, ACE2, E-Cadherin, and CGB. White arrows indicate the

ated STB that expresses high CGB. The dashed line box areas are shown in
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Figure 7. ACE2 is required for SARS-CoV-2 infection of trophoblasts differentiated from hEPSCs

(A) Normal and ACE2-KO hEPSCs. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(B) Experimental flow of hEPSC differentiation toward trophoblasts via TGF-b inhibitor SB-431542 (SB43) treatment.

(legend continued on next page)
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We induced normal and ACE2-KO hEPSCs to trophoblasts

using a simple and efficient protocol via the TGF-b inhibitor

SB431542 (Figures 7B and S7G).24 Normal hEPSCs did not ex-

press ACE2 (Figures 7C and S2H) and were not infected by

SARS-CoV-2. The differentiated cells expressed ACE2,

TMPRSS2s, and typical STB markers (Figures 7C, S7H, and

S7I). In contrast, no ACE2 protein was detected in cells differen-

tiated from the ACE2-KO hEPSCs (Figure 7D).

We next selected cells of days 4 and 9 differentiation for infec-

tion, as they expressed ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Figure 7C), which

produced substantial amounts of viral genome in the superna-

tant and cell lysates (Figures 7E and 7F). The infected cells, de-

tected as SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid (N) protein positive, all

expressed ACE2 and trophoblast markers TFAP2C, SSEA4,

and KRT7 and were mostly mononucleated (Figure S7J). Loss

of ACE2 abolished the infection, as indicated by the drastic

decrease in viral genome in supernatants and cell lysates

(Figures 7G and 7H). In immunofluorescence staining, no cells

were stained positive for either SARS-CoV-2 N protein or

ACE2 in the ACE2-KO cells (Figure 7I). Therefore, in tropho-

blasts, ACE2 is essential for SARS-CoV-2 infection.

DISCUSSION

We report a stem cell-based system to study human tropho-

blasts’ susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 and its variants. Specif-

ically, eSTBs that were differentiated from hTSCs originating

from EPSCs, naive stem cells, and human blastocysts were

found to be highly susceptible to SARS-CoV-2.

An important issue about hTSCs is that they may possess

AME gene signatures. We examined the transcriptome of hTSCs

originating from human EPSCs and naive stem cells by

comparing themwith those of in vivo origins and found that these

hTSCswere highly similar and expressed low or no putative AME

cell genes.

hTSCs are thought to represent in vivo post-implantation

cells.33 SARS-CoV-2 infected 0.5%–4% of hTSCs that were

ACE2+ and co-expressed high levels of the TE marker ENPEP.

These ACE2+ hTSCs warrant further investigation for their mo-

lecular properties and developmental potential.

eSTBs expressed high levels ofACE2 and TMPRSS2 and sup-

ported the replication of SARS-CoV-2 and the Delta and Omi-

cron variants and MERS-CoV. The infection was effectively sup-

pressed, and the infection-induced developmental delay was

partially rescued by two known antivirals, remdesivir and
(C) qRT-PCR analysis of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in hEPSCs and the differentiated c

(Student’s t test).

(D) Western blotting confirms loss of ACE2 protein in the SB43-treated hEPSCs

(E) SARS-CoV-2 replication kinetics in cells differentiated from hEPSCs compared

***p < 0.001 (Student’s t test).

(F) Left: qRT-PCR of supernatant viral load in SB43-treated hEPSCs at 2 and 48

SB43-treated hEPSCs on days 4 and 9. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3 biological re

(G) Quantification of supernatant viral RNA loads of SB43-treated (day 4) norm

***p < 0.001 (Student’s t test).

(H) SARS-CoV-2 viral genome quantitation and expression ofACE2 and TMPRSS2

3 biological replicates; nd, not detectable.

(I) Representative immunofluorescence staining images for ACE2, trophoblast fa

cells (bottom) (day 4 of SB43 treatment) at 48 hpi. Scale bars, 100 mm.
GC376. hTSCs and eSTBs have enriched transcriptomic fea-

tures of peri-implantation trophoblasts. Their susceptibility to

coronaviruses and the resultant developmental defects imply

that these early embryos may be at risk of the virus infection.

The syncytialized trophoblasts generated from human ESCs

(primed) by BAP treatment (BMP4, TGF-b inhibitor A83-01, and

FGF2 signaling inhibitor PD173074) were found to co-express

ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and supported replicative and persistent

infection by SARS-CoV-2 57. These results differ from our

observation that eSTBs derived from hTSCs expressed ACE2

and were highly susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection, whereas

the syncytialized or more mature STBs were much less suscep-

tible. The discrepancy could be due to either technical reasons,

as eSTBs are expected to be transiently present in hTSC differ-

entiation, or the difference between BAP cells (putative tropho-

blasts) and hTSCs/eSTBs. Indeed, our discovery of eSTBs was

made possible by the stem cell-based in vitro system, since

eSTB-like cells likely exist only transiently along placental

trophoblast development before they differentiate to the non-

proliferative multinucleated STBs. Neither trophoblastic cell

lines nor primary trophoblasts are representative of these

eSTBs.

Several human cell lines have been used in coronavirus

research. However, they suffer from genetic and/or innate im-

mune defects and have some long-standing technical chal-

lenges such as cell transfection and genetic manipulation. Vero

E6 cells, which originated from African green monkey, are

commonly used for isolation and propagation of SARS-CoV-

215 and have been approved for use in vaccine manufacturing.

They have genetic defects, including large genomic deletions

encompassing the IFN gene clusters (IFN-a and -b) and the

CDKN2A/B loci, and are thus deficient in IFN response,67 which

has prevented their application in the study of antiviral response.

Furthermore, the lack of TMPRSS2 in Vero E6 cells results in the

selection of SARS-CoV-2 variants that have lost the polybasic

Furin cleavage site at the S1-S2 junction.68 Meanwhile, the cur-

rent dominant SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant, which relies more

on Cathepsins and other endosomal proteases, replicates well

in Vero E6 cells and the upper airway, in which ACE2 and Ca-

thepsins are more abundant, but not in Calu3 and Caco2 cells

or in lung cells.71,72

eSTBs are normal human cells with an intact innate immune

system and no major known genetic or epigenetic defects and

support highly productive propagation of SARS-CoV-2 and its

variants. SARS-CoV-2 infection causes massive cell death in
ells on days 4 and 9. nd, undetectable. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3; ***p < 0.001

on day 9 (SB43D9) of differentiation.

with Vero E6 and Caco2 cells. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3 biological replicates;

hpi. Right: qRT-PCR quantification of SARS-CoV-2 genome in cell lysates of

plicates; *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 (Student’s t test).

al and ACE2-KO EPSCs. Data are mean ± SD; n = 3 biological replicates;

in normal vs. SB43-treatedACE2-KO EPSCs at day 4. Data aremean ±SD; n =

ctors and markers, and SARS-CoV-2 N protein in normal (top) and ACE2-KO
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Vero E6 cells but not in eSTBs. The lack of cell death in infected

eSTBs is different from recent reports that primitive human tro-

phoblasts generated from human ESCs were susceptible to

and lysed by an African lineage strain Zika virus,84,85 but may

provide a practical advantage for viral production.

The hTSC-derived trophoblast organoids expressed low

levels of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and were much less susceptible

to the virus infection, reminiscent of the placenta. Similar findings

on stem cell-derived trophoblast organoids and their use in

SARS-CoV-2 study were recently reported.86

HumanEPSCs and naive stemcells permit efficient genomeed-

iting and possess differentiation potential for all embryonic and

extraembryonic lineages.24,32 In addition to trophoblasts, these

stemcells can be explored toderive diverse cell types and to func-

tionally assess their susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 and variants,

like airway epithelium, gastrointestinal epithelium, and neurons.

Thesequalities grant thempotential inovercoming the long-stand-

ing challenges in cell transfection and genetic manipulation of

various target cells. Cells generated from these stem cells, in

particular eSTBs, may thus represent a genetically normal human

cell source for investigating host-virus interactions in current and

future pandemics, performing genetic screens to identify biolog-

ical determinants of infections, and evaluating and discovering

antivirals.

Limitations of this study
The current study lacks experimental and clinical data on SARS-

CoV-2 infection in human peri-implantation pregnancy, particu-

larly regarding any in vivo counterparts of eSTBs. The eSTB

model in vitro also requires further characterization at the sin-

gle-cell level to delineate culture heterogeneity and compare

their identity with in vivo counterparts. The current in vitro eSTBs

are transient in culture and thus require enrichment for perform-

ing high-throughput antiviral drug screens and large-scale viral

production. Meanwhile, the scRNA-seq finding of some peri-im-

plantation embryonic trophoblasts expressing ACE2 and

TMPRSS2 requires proteomic validation in human embryos.

The mechanistic role of ACE2 in trophoblast development also

remains to be dissected.
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Anti-Oct-3/4 R and D Systems Cat#AF1759; RRID:AB_354975

Anti-TEAD4 Abcam Cat#ab58310; RRID:AB_945789

ENPEP Abcam Cat#ab155991; RRID:AB_2916048

Purified anti-human CD75 Antibody BioLegend Cat#326901; RRID:AB_2194435

Anti-KLF17 antibody Sigma-Aldrich Cat#HPA024629; RRID:AB_1668927

Recombinant Anti-active YAP1 antibody Abcam Cat#ab205270; RRID:AB_2813833

Anti-CDX2 antibody [EPR2764Y] Abcam Cat#ab76541; RRID:AB_1523334

GCM1 Antibody Novus Cat#NBP2-48520; RRID:AB_2916049

PE anti-human CD49e Antibody BioLegend Cat#328009; RRID:AB_893368

Purified anti-human/mouse

CD49f Antibody

BioLegend Cat#313602; RRID:AB_345296

FITC anti-human CD49a Antibody BioLegend Cat#328307; RRID:AB_1236430

Alexa Fluor� 488 anti-human

HLA-A,B,C Antibody

BioLegend Cat#311413; RRID:AB_493133

ENDOU Antibody Novus biologicals Cat#NBP2-55877; RRID:AB_2916050

Anti-E Cadherin [EP700Y] Abcam Cat#ab40772; RRID:AB_731493

Anti-Transcription factor

AP-2-alpha [EPR2688(2)]

Abcam Cat#ab108311; RRID:AB_10861200

Purified anti-human CD49e Antibody BioLegend Cat#328002; RRID:AB_8933

Anti-GATA-3 R and D Systems Cat#MAB6330; RRID:AB_10640512

Anti-TRA-1-60 STEMCELL Technologies Cat#60064; RRID:AB_2686905

Anti-ACE2 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# MA5-32307; RRID:AB_2809589

ACE2 Rabbit mAb ABclonal Cat#A4612; RRID:AB_2863309

Anti-SSEA-4 STEMCELL Technologies Cat#60062; RRID:AB_2721031

Anti-hCGB Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#14-6508-82; RRID:AB_10853505

Anti-KRT7 Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-70936; RRID:AB_2234501

Anti-AP-2 gamma R and D Systems Cat#AF5059; RRID:AB_2255891

Anti-HLA-G Abcam Cat#ab7759; RRID:AB_306053

Anti-CD46 BioLegend Cat#352403; RRID:AB_10897448

Anti-ZO-1 ABclonal Cat#A0659; RRID:AB_2757321

Anti-KRT18 R and D Systems Cat#MAB7619; RRID:AB_2893116

Alexa Fluor� 488 anti-human/mouse

SSEA-3 Antibody

BioLegend Cat#330305; RRID:AB_1279441

Alexa Fluor� 488 anti-human/mouse

TRA-1-60 Antibody

BioLegend Cat#330613; RRID:AB_2295395

Anti-p63/TP73L R and D Systems Cat#AF1916; RRID:AB_2207174

Donkey anti-Mouse 555 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-31570; RRID:AB_2536180

Donkey anti-Mouse 488 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21202; RRID:AB_141607

Donkey anti-Goat 555 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21432; RRID:AB_2535853

Donkey anti-Goat 488 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-11055; RRID:AB_2534102

Donkey anti-Rabbit 594 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21207; RRID:AB_141637

Donkey anti-Rabbit 488 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21206; RRID:AB_2535792

Goat anti-Guinea Pig 647 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-21450; RRID:AB_141882
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Bacterial and virus strains

SARS-CoV-2 (HKU-001a) In house GenBank: MT230904

SARS-CoV-2 Omicron hCoV-19/Hong Kong/HKU-344/2021 GISAID: EPI_ISL_7357684

SARS-CoV-2 Delta hCoV-19/Hong Kong/

HKU-210804-001/2021

GISAID: EPI_ISL_3221329

MERS-CoV (EMC/2012) Erasmus Medical Center, Netherlands GenBank:JX869059.2

Top10 Competent Cell TIANGEN CB104-02

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

GC376 MedChemExpress HY-100721

CTSTM (Cell Therapy Systems) N-2 Supplement Thermo Fisher Scientific A1370701

B-27TM Supplement (50X), serum free Thermo Fisher Scientific 17504044

XAV939 MedChemExpress HY-15147

PD0325901 MedChemExpress HY-10254

Gö 6983 MedChemExpress HY-13689

Neurobasal Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific 21103049

remdesivir MedChemExpress HY-104077

DMEM/F-12, no glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific 21331020

Y-27632 dihydrochloride Tocris 1254/10

FBS Thermo Fisher Scientific 10270

LIF Recombinant Human Protein Thermo Fisher Scientific PHC9484

DPBS, powder, no calcium, no magnesium Thermo Fisher Scientific 21600010

FastQuant RT Super Mix TIANGEN KR108-01

PowerUpTM SYBRTM Green Master Mix Thermo Fisher Scientific A25776

SB-431542 Tocris 1614

A83-01 Tocris 2939

CHIR-99021 Tocris 4423

A 419259 trihydrochloride MedChemExpress HY-15764A

GeltrexTM LDEV-Free Reduced Growth

Factor Basement Membrane Matrix

Thermo Fisher Scientific A1413201

MicroAmpTM Fast Optical 96-Well

Reaction Plate with Barcode, 0.1 mL

Thermo Fisher Scientific 4346906

MicroAmpTM Optical Adhesive Film Thermo Fisher Scientific 4360954

Forskolin Sigma-Aldrich F3917

Matrigel Matrix. GFR Corning 354230

EGF Recombinant Human Protein Thermo Fisher Scientific PHG0311

Prostaglandin E2 MedChemExpress HY-101952

HGF Protein, Human, Recombinant Sino biological Cat: 10463-HNAS

RSPO1 Protein, Human, Recombinant Sino biological Cat: 11083-HNAS

DMSO, Anhydrous Thermo Fisher Scientific D12345

BSA solution Sigma-Aldrich A7979

Recombinant Human NRG1-beta

1/HRG1-beta 1 EGF Domain Protein

R and D Systems 396-HB-050

Normal Donkey Serum Abcam ab7475

Knockout serum replacement Thermo Fisher Scientific 10828010

Valproic Acid (Sodium Salt) Stem cell technology 72292

Cell Recovery Solution Corning 354253

Recombinant Human FGF basic/FGF2/bFGF

(146 aa) Protein

R and D Systems 233-FB-500/CF

m-Slide 8 Well high Glass Bottom ibidi 80807

b-Mercaptoethanol Thermo Fisher Scientific 31350010

TryPLE-Express Thermo Fisher Scientific 12605036
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Trypsin/EDTA Thermo Fisher Scientific 25200072

Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine (100X) Thermo Fisher Scientific 10378016

Minimum Essential Medium (MEM)

Vitamin Solution

Thermo Fisher Scientific 11120052

Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium-Ethanolamine

(ITS-X) (100X)

Thermo Fisher Scientific 51500056

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich T9284

4% Paraformaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich P6148

2-phospho-L-ascorbic-acid Sigma-Aldrich A8960-5G

Critical commercial assays

CellTiter-Glo� Luminescent Cell Viability Assay Promega G7570

miRcute Plus miRNA cDNA First-Strand cDNA Kit TIANGEN KR211-01

miRcute Plus miRNA qPCR Kit (SYBR Green) TIANGEN FP411-01

QuantiNova Probe RT-PCR kit QIAGEN 208354

Transwell invasion assay Corning 354480

TUNEL cell apoptosis detection kit Servicebio G1501

Deposited data

RNA-seq data (Okae et al., 2018)35 DDBJ: JGA00000000074

RNA-seq data (Okae et al., 2018)35 DDBJ: JGA00000000117

RNA-seq data (Okae et al., 2018)35 DDBJ: JGA00000000122

RNA-seq data (Gao, ,2019)24 ARRAYEXPRESS: E-MTAB-7253

RNA-seq data (Sheridan, 2021) ARRAYEXPRESS: E-MTAB-10429

scRNA-seq data (Zhou, et al., 2019)44 GEO: GSE109555

scRNA-seq data (Liu, et al., 2018)45 GEO: GSE89497

RNA-seq data This paper GEO: GSE190432

scRNA analysis This paper https://github.com/leeyoyohku/

EPSC_COVID

Experimental models: Cell lines

Monkey: Vero E6 cells ATCC CCL-81

Human embryonic stem cell (hESC) line: Man-1/M1 (Camarasa, 2010) N/A

Caco-2 [Caco2] ATCC HTB-37

TSC-BST, Human Blastocyst derived hTSCs (Okae et al., 2018)35 N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primers used, see Table S5 This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageJ Fiji (2.0.0) NIH https://imagej.net/Fiji

GraphPad Prism 8.0 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific- software/prism/

Microsoft Microsoft https://www.microsoft.com/

de-at/microsoft- 365/excel

Synthego N/A https://ice.synthego.com/#/

BioRender N/A https://biorender.com/

Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://www.adobe.com/at/

products/illustrator.html

FlowJo BD Life Sciences https://www.flowjo.com/

Zeiss Zen (Blue edition) Zeiss https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/

int/products/microscope-software/

zen-lite.html

FeatureCounts v2.0.1 N/A http://subread.sourceforge.net

SCANPY (v1.7.2, scRNA/integrative analysis) N/A https://scanpy-tutorials.readthedocs.io/

en/latest/index.html
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Pentao

Liu (pliu88@hku.hk).

Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the Lead contact with a completed Materials Transfer

Agreement.

Data and code availability
d RNA-seq data generated in this study have been deposited at NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO): GEO: GSE190432.

d All original code has been deposited (https://github.com/leeyoyohku/EPSC_COVID) and is publicly available as of date of pub-

lication.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the Lead contact upon

request.

d Additional Supplemental Items are available from Mendeley Data: https://doi:10.17632/rnsbwdr7gw.2.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human expanded potential stem cells (hEPSCs)
The primed human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) Man-1/M1 line (female, XX) was converted to hEPSCs (M1 hEPSCs). C5-hiEPSCs

(female, XX) are derived from fetal neural stem cell line BRC1019 (NSCs, a gift fromDr. ColinWatts) andwere established by episomal

(integration-free) six-factor reprogramming.24,87 The six factors were human complementary DNAs of OCT4, cMYC, KLF4, SOX2,

RARG, and LRH1 linked by 2A peptides. Transfected cells (23105; GM00013, Coriell Institute; Amaxa Nucleofector) were seeded

on feeder cells (10-cm dish) in M15 (Knockout DMEM, 15% FBS, 13Glutamine Penicillin-Streptomycin and 13NEAA, 50 mM

2-mercaptoethanol) and supplemented with 50 mg mL�1 vitamin C and Dox (1.0 mg mL�1). Dox was removed at days 12–14 and

the media was switched to hEPSCM. The survival colonies were picked at day 21 to hEPSCM and expanded to stable hiEPSC lines.

The maintenance and expansion of hEPSCs were routinely performed on SNL feeder cells (SNL76/7). Gamma irradiation-inactivated

SNL feeder cells were plated on 0.1% gelatinised plates 3–4 days before seeding hEPSCs at a density of �3.1253104 cells/cm2.

Culture of human trophoblast stem cells (hTSCs)
Human trophoblast stem cells (hTSCs) (the BST-TSC line provided from Dr. T. Arima35; EPSC-TSCs derived fromM1 hEPSCs; naive

TSCs derive from H1 PXGL naive stem cells) were cultured with the TSC medium in Matrigel/Geltrex-coated plates at 37�C and 5%

CO2 conditions. The medium was changed daily. Human TSCs were treated with TrypLE and then passaged onto new Matrigel/

Geltrex-coated plates every 3–4 days. All cells were maintained in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37�C and routinely tested negative for

mycoplasma.

Cell lines
The SNL cell line is an immortalized subclone of the STO line created to stably express the neomycin resistance and leukemia inhib-

itory factor (LIF) genes. SNL feeder cells were maintained in regular M10 medium: Knockout DMEM, 10% FBS, 13Glutamine

Penicillin-Streptomycin and 13 NEAA. Human colon Caco-2 cells (epithelial cells isolated from colon tissue, ATCG, HTB-37) and

monkey Vero E6 cells (kidney epithelial cells from female African green monkey, ATCC, CCL-81) were maintained in DMEM culture

medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 50 Uml�1 penicillin and 50 mgml�1 streptomycin. All cells were maintained in

a 5% CO2 incubator at 37
�C and routinely tested negative for mycoplasma.

Culturing hEPSC-TSC derived trophoblast organoids
Dissociated hEPSC-TSCs were resuspended into single-cells in ice-cold trophoblast organoid medium (TOM) containing 80 ng/mL

R-spondin-1, 1.5 mM CHIR99021, 500 nM A83-01, 50 ng/mL human EGF, 100 ng/mL FGF2, 50 ng/mL human HGF, 2.5 mM prosta-

glandin E2, and Y-27632 5.0 mM. A final concentration of 60% growth factor-reduced Matrigel (GFR-M, Corning) was added. 40 mL

drops of cell/Matrigel mixture) with 1 3 105 EPSC-TSCs each were pipetted into the well centers of 24-well plates. After 15 min so-

lidification at 37�C for the drops to form domes, 500 mL prewarmed TOM was added to overlay the domes. Trophoblast organoid

formation require around 4–6 days at P0. They were passaged after reaching 200–300 mm in diameter.

Virus
The wildtype SARS-CoV-2 HKU-001a strain (GenBank accession number: MT230904) was isolated from the nasopharyngeal aspi-

rate specimen of a patient who was laboratory-confirmed to have COVID-19 in Hong Kong. The SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant isolate
e4 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100849, December 20, 2022
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(B.1.617.2) (hCoV-19/Hong Kong/HKU-210804-001/2021; GISAID accession number EPI_ISL_3221329) has been described previ-

ously.88 TheOmicron variant strain was isolated from the nasopharyngeal throat swab of a COVID-19 patient in HongKong (hCoV-19/

Hong Kong/HKU-344/2021; GISAID accession number EPI_ISL_7357684). The MERS-CoV strain (HCoV-EMC/2012) was a gift from

R. Fouchier. All experiments involving live SARS-CoV-2 and MERS-CoV were performed following the approved standard operating

procedures of the biosafety level 3 facility in Queen Mary Hospital at The University of Hong Kong.89

METHOD DETAILS

Culture of hEPSCs and naive stem cells
Human EPSC cells were maintained on SNL 76/7 feeder layers and enzymatically passaged (1:10) every 3–5 days by a brief PBS

wash followed by treatment with TrypLE for 3 min. Cells were dissociated and centrifuged (300g for 3 min) in 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS)-containing medium (M10 medium). After removing the supernatant, human EPSCs were resuspended and seeded in hEPSC

Medium (EPSCM) supplemented with 5.0 mM Y27632. The hEPSCM is a N2B27-based media supplement with 3 small molecules

5 mM XAV939, 1 mM CHIR99021 and 0.1 mM A-419259 as previously published.24 N2B27 basal media [1:1 of DMEM/F12 (Thermo,

Cat.21331020) and Neurobasal Medium (Thermo, Cat. 21103049); 200x N2 supplement and 100x B27 supplement, 100x ITS-X,

50.0 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine, 100x Non-essential amino acid solution, 50 mg/mL Vitamin C].

Naive stem cells were maintained on inactivated MEF (mouse embryonic fibroblasts) feeder layers in PXGL medium. The PXGL

medium is prepared by supplementing N2B27 basal medium with PD0325901(1 mM), XAV-939(2 mM), Gö 6983 (2 mM), 0.45%

BSA and human leukemia inhibitory factor (hLIF, 10 ng/mL) as previously reported.32

Differentiation of hEPSCs to trophoblast lineages by TGF-b inhibitor SB431542 treatment
Human EPSCs were dissociated with TrypLE and seeded in 100x Geltrex coated six-well plates at a density of 13105 cells per well.

Cells were cultured (pre-treatment) in 20% KSR media supplemented with 10 mM Y27632 for one day. From the second day, 10 mM

SB431542 was added into 20% KSR media to start the differentiation. Cells were collected at the indicated time points for analysis.

Derivation of human trophoblast stem cells (hTSCs) from hEPSCs and naive stem cells
Single cell-dissociated hEPSCs were plated on 6-well plates pre-coated with 100x Geltrex at a density of 2,000 cells per well and

cultured in the published hTSC media with modifications.35 DMEM/F12 supplemented with 50.0 mM b mercaptoethanol, 0.2%

FBS, 0.5% Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine, 0.3% BSA, 1.0% ITS-X supplement, 50.0 mg/mL Vc, 50.0 ng/mL EGF, 2.0 mM

CHIR99021, 0.5 mM A83-01, 1.0 mM SB431542, 10.0 mM VPA and 5.0 mM Y27632. After 12–14 days of culture, the colonies with

TSC-like morphologies were picked, dissociated in TrypLE, and replated on a plate pre-coated with 100x Geltrex. After 10 passages,

the cells were collected for syncytiotrophoblast (STB) and extravillous trophoblast (EVT) differentiation.

Single cell-dissociated naive stem cells were plated on 6-well plates pre-coated with 100x Geltrex and cultured in PD0325901

(1 mM) + A83-01(1 mM) for 3 days then induced in hTSCM as described.32

Differentiation of EPSC-TSCs to STBs
Wells of a six-well plate were coated with 1003 Matrigel for at least 1h. 2.03105 hTSCs were seeded per well in 2 mL STB medium

[DMEM/F12 supplemented with 50 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 0.5% Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine, 0.3% BSA, 1% ITS-X, 2.5 mM

Y-27632, 2 mM Forskolin and 4% KnockOut Serum Replacement. Media was changed on day 3, and the cells were ready for down-

stream analysis on day6. The eSTBs correspond to day 2 cells differentiating in the STB medium.

Differentiation of EPSC-TSCs to EVTs
For EVT differentiation, wells of a 6-well plate were coated with 1003Matrigel for at least 1h. 2.03105 hTSCswere seeded per well in

3.0mLEVT basalmedium [DMEM/F12 supplementedwith 50uM b-mercaptoethanol, Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine, 0.3%BSA,

1%ITS-X, 7.5 mMA83-01, 10 mMY27632] supplemented with 4%KSR, 100 ng/mL NRG1 and 2%Matrigel. On day 3, themedia were

replaced with 2 mL EVT basal medium supplemented with 4% KSR and 0.5%Matrigel. On day 6, they were dissociated with TrypLE

for 10–15min and passaged to a freshmatrigel-coated 6-well plate. Themedia were replacedwith 2mL EVT basal medium and 0.5%

Matrigel. On day 8, the cells were ready for downstream analysis.

Generation of trophoblast organoids from EPSC-TSCs
EPSC-TSCs were digested with TrypLE and dissociated into single cells by pipetting. After centrifugation, growth factor-reduced

Matrigel (GFR-M) was added to reach a final concentration of 60% and the remaining 40% was made up of trophoblast organoid

medium (TOM). The Matrigel/TOM mixture (40 mL) containing 1.0 3 105 hTSCs was seeded into the wells’ center of a 24-well

plates. After 3 min at 37�C in a CO2 incubator, the plates were turned upside down to ensure equal spreading of the cells in the

well. After 15 min at 37�C in an incubator, the solidifying GFR-M formed domes and were carefully overlaid with 500 mL TOM.

Trophoblast organoids were allowed to form for 4–6 days at P0. After 20 days of culturing, trophoblast organoids were collected

by dissolving the Matrigel with recovery solution and submitted to SARS-CoV-2 infection. TOM is composed of N2B27 basal me-

dia, recombinant human EGF 50 ng/mL, CHIR99021 1.5mM, recombinant human R-spondin-1 80 ng/mL, recombinant human
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100849, December 20, 2022 e5
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FGF-2 100 ng/mL, recombinant human HGF 50 ng/mL, A83-01 500 nM, Prostaglandin E2 2.5 mM, Y-27632 5 mM. All medium was

stored at 4�C for up to 2 weeks.

SARS-CoV-2 infection and viral copy detection
SARS-CoV-2 stock was propagated using Vero E6 cells, and the titer of supernatant was assessed by plaque assay as previously

described.90

For viral detection, the supernatant of the cultured cells challenged by SARS-CoV-2was harvested at various time points. A total of

140 mL of culture supernatant was lysedwith 560 mL of AVL buffer, whichwas subsequently extracted for total RNAwith theQIAamp�
Viral RNA Mini Kit. The extracted RNA was quantified with the one-step QuantiNova Probe RT-PCR kit. Each 20 mL reaction mixture

contained 10 mL of 23QuantiNova Probe RT-PCRMaster Mix, 0.2 mL of QuantiNova Probe RT-Mix, 1.6 mL each of 10mM forward and

reverse primer, 0.4 mL of 10 mMprobe, 5 mL of extracted RNA as template, and 1.2 mL of RNase-free water. Reactions were incubated

at 45�C for 10 min for reverse transcription, 95�C for 5 min for denaturation, 45 cycles of 95�C for 5 s and 55�C for 30 s, followed by a

cooling step at 40�C for 30 s. The primers and probe sequences were against the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase/helicase (RdRP/

Hel) gene region of SARS-CoV-2 were listed in Table S5.

Plaque assay
Plaque assay was performed as previously described.91 Briefly, Vero E6 cells were seeded at 300,000 cells/well in 12-well tissue cul-

ture plates on the day before carrying out the assay. After 24 h of incubation, a serial dilution of supernatant was added to the cell

monolayer and the plates were further incubated for 1 h at 37�C in 5%CO2 before removal of unbound viral particles by aspiration of

the media and washing once with DMEM. Monolayers were then overlaid with media containing 1% low melting agarose (Cambrex

Corporation, East Rutherford, NJ, USA) in DMEM, inverted and incubated as above for another 72 h. The wells were then fixed with

10% formaldehyde (BDH, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) overnight. After removal of the agarose plugs, the monolayers were stained

with 0.7% crystal violet (BDH, Merck) and the plaques were counted. The plaque assay experiments were performed in triplicates.

Antiviral evaluation in eSTBs
The EPSC-TSCs were dissociated into single cells and rinsed with STB medium. Then cells were seeded into 96 well plate at the

density of 10000 cells per well and cultured for two days (eSTBs). The eSTBs were infected with SARS-CoV-2 WT, Delta, Omicron

variant or MERS-CoV with 0.1 MOI inoculum at 100 mL per well. After 1 h, the inoculum was removed, and the eSTBs were washed 3

times with PBS. The infected eSTBs were then cultured in 100ul of STB medium with remdesivir or GC376 at indicated concentra-

tions. Supernatants were collected at 48 h after inoculation for downstream assays.

Guide RNA design and plasmid DNA preparation
The human ACE2 exon 2 sequence was analyzed by the online CRISPR tool for designing a pair of highly specific gRNAs. Chemically

synthesized ssDNA oligos were incubated at 95�C for 10 min for annealing into dsDNA, which were then ligated into a linearized

empty gRNA vector using the DNA Ligation Kit, Mighty Mix. The ligation product was transformed into Chemically Competent DH

5a Cell (KT Health) and spread onto an LB agar plate with ampicillin for selection. The next day, single colonies were picked and

cultured in LB broth with ampicillin for plasmid miniprep using the TIANprep Rapid Mini Plasmid Kit. After confirmation of ligated

gRNA sequences by Sanger Sequencing, gRNA plasmids with the correct target sequence were amplified and extracted by the

Endo-free Plasmid Kit II to purify a large amount of endotoxin-free gRNA plasmid DNA for electroporation. Plasmid DNA of BSD-

Cas9 was similarly prepared as described previously.24

Electroporation and selection
Electroporation of hEPSCs was performed when the cells reached 70–80% confluence. Plasmid DNA including Cas9 and double

sgRNA at a ratio of 2:1:1 (4mg Cas9, 2mg sgRNA1, 2mg sgRNA2 per 1millon cells as one group) were added into 300 mL Opti-

MEM. hEPSCs were washed twice with PBS, then dissociated into single cells using 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA. M10 medium (DMEM

with 10% FSB) was added to neutralize the trypsin. Single-cell hEPSCs were resuspended in an Opti-MEM medium containing

the plasmid DNA mixture. Electroporation was performed using the Bio-Rad Gene Pulser Xcell Electroporation Systems in 0.4cm

cuvettes at 230V, 500 mF. After electroporation, cells were seeded with a recovery medium (500 mL EPSCM + 10% KSR+10mM

Y27632). After incubation overnight, cells were switched to a typical hEPSC medium. One day after electroporation, cells were

selected by 10 mg/mL Blasticidin S HCl. Two days after electroporation, cells were selected by 10 mg/mL Blasticidin S HCl and

1 mg/mL Puromycin Dihydrochloride for another 2 days. After 7–10 days, single colonies were picked, expanded, and genotyped.

Genotyping and sanger sequencing
Single hEPSC colonies were picked and digested into single cells in a 96-well plate using 0.05% trypsin-EDTA for 3–5 min. Half of

these cells were transferred into a 48-well plate with EPSCMmedium and SNL feeders for culturing. The other half cells of the same

colony were collected for genotyping using primers designed to amplify the targeted as well as the wildtype bands. The genotyping

primer sequences for ACE2 were as follows: Forward: 50-GTGGCCTGGTCACTCTTAAC-30; Reverse: 50-CAAATAAAGGCAGC

TGCTGTG-30. The mutant PCR band was gel-purified and confirmed by Sanger sequencing for a 148-bp deletion.
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Reverse transcription- quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR)
Total RNA extraction was performed using the RNeasyMini Kit as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The isolated RNA was reverse

transcribed into complementary (cDNA) using the Fastking gDNA Dispelling RT Super-Mix on a thermal cycler. The PowerUpTM

SYBRTM Green Master Mix was used for amplifying intracellular SARS-CoV-2 and gene cDNA. Primer sequences are listed in

Table S5. All qPCR experiments were performed using The StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Gene

expression levels were normalized to GAPDH using the DCt method. Data were analyzed using one/two-tailed Student’s t test in

Prism 8 (GraphPad).

Immunofluorescence staining
Samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 15 min, permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 30 min, and

blocked for 3h with 5%donkey serum aswell as 1%BSA. This was followed by incubation with primary antibodies in a 4�C cold room

overnight. After washing in PBS, fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies were incubated with the samples at room tempera-

ture for 1 h. After another 3 rounds of washing in PBS, samples were counterstainedwith 10 mg/mLDAPI for 10min tomark nuclei and

were imaged under a fluorescence microscope or confocal LSM900.

Western blotting
Proteins were separated in 7.5% polyacrylamide gels and transferred to PVDFmembranes using the Bio-Rad transblot turbo system

according to the manufacturer’s guidance. The following primary antibodies were used for Western blot: rabbit ACE2 (1:500, Abclo-

nal. Cat. A4612), rabbit b-actin (1:5000, Abmart. Cat. P30002M). Goat anti-rabbit IgG H&L (HRP) (1:10000, Abcam. Cat. ab205718)

was used as the secondary antibody. Images were developed and analyzed by the ChemiDoc Imaging System.

Flow cytometry
Cells were digested with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA for 2–3 min at 37�C and dissociated to single cells by pipetting. The dissociated cells

were filtered through a 40-mm nylon mesh to remove cell clumps. After centrifugation, the cells were fixed using Fixation Medium

according to the manufacturer’s protocol and the washed cells were stored at 4�C in PBS supplemented with 0.1% NaN3 and

5% FBS before analysis with flow cytometry. All the samples were assayed by the ACEA NovoCyte Quanteon. 488nm (530/30 band-

pass filter) and 561nm (610/20 bandpass filter) channels were used to detect FITC and excluded autofluorescence. 405nm (445/45

bandpass filter) channel was used to detect DAPI positive cells. FACS data were analyzed by the Flowjo software.

Transwell invasion assay
The invasion ability of hTSCs-derived EVTs was determined by cell invasion according to manufacturers’ instructions. Briefly, the

invasion chambers were incubated with a warm DMEM base medium at 37�C for 1 h. After rehydration, the medium was removed.

EPSC-EVTs (1 3 105 cells/well) was mixed with DMEM basal medium, and the mixture was added into an invasion chamber and

placed into a 24 well culture plate, with the lower chamber filled with DMEM containing 10% FBS. The cells were allowed to pass

through the chamber and attached to the lower bottom of the polycarbonate membrane for 22 h. After that, the medium from the

top insert was aspirated, and non-invasive/-migratory cells on the upper surface were wiped away with a cotton bud. The

invaded/migrated cells on the lower surface were stained with crystal violet for 15 min. The membrane was observed under a light

microscope.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis and reproducibility
The statistical analysis was conducted with Microsoft Excel or Prism 8 (GraphPad). p values were calculated using (un)paired Stu-

dent’s t test and ANOVA for comparisons ofmultiple groups. The threshold for statistical significancewas p < 0.05. The exact number

ofmeasurements, the number of independent experiments, and the statistical test used for each analysis performedwere listed in the

figure legends. Experiments were repeated independently with similar results obtained.

RNA-seq analysis
Cutadapt was used to remove adapter sequences and low-quality 30 end sequences. Processed reads were mapped to the human

hg38 genome assembly by hisat2. Gene annotation form Ensembl was used. FeatureCounts was used to quantify gene expression.

Genes with mean count number <5 were filtered out. Transposable element annotations were from UCSC Genome Browser

(RepeatMasker). SQuIRE with ‘‘total’’ mode was used to quantify TE expression. DESeq2 was used to analyze differentially ex-

pressed genes and TEs. Genes and TEs with expression fold change >1.5 and adjusted p-value < 0.05 were considered significant

differential expressed. R package clusterprofiler was used for gene ontology (GO) and KEGG analysis. GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment

Analysis) was performed by GSEApy, and the gene sets were downloaded directly from https://www.gsea-msigdb.org. Bigwig files

for RNA-seq signal were generated by bamCoverage from Deeptools and IGV was used for visualization. For the RNA-seq signal on

endogenous retrovirus, GenBank: AY101582.1, BC068585.1, JN675077.1 were used to inquire about the sequence of HERV-W,

HERV-FRD, and HERV-K and the reads were mapped by hisat2. GenBank accession number MN985325 was used to inquire about
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the sequence of SARS-CoV-2 genes, then the reads were mapped to sequences by hisat2 and quantified. For data deposited in

E-MTAB-10429, the processed count table was used directly. For the comparison between E-MTAB-10429 and our data, we

used ComBat-seq to remove the batch effect.

For the PCA analysis for hEPSC-TSCs, naive hPSC-hTSCs, primed-hTSCs and early/late AMEs, data processing were followed by

another study92: the expression of genes are normalized by DESeq2 and the top 1000most variable protein coding genes were used

in the analysis.

scRNA preprocessing
scRNA preprocessing was performed according to the SCANPY pipelines.93 Briefly, Transcripts Per Million (TPM) of pre-to post-im-

plantation cells were extracted from Zhou’s dataset44 (GEO: GSE109555), and placenta cells were extracted from Liu’s dataset45(-

GEO: GSE89497). In the original studies, cells have been categorized by their stages and lineages into 7 coarse clusters (3 in pre-to

post-implantation, 3 in the first-trimester placenta, and 1 in the second-trimester placenta; N.B., Zhou’s dataset annotation was ob-

tained fromCastel. et al.).33 Here, we performed pseudotime analysis on these two datasets jointly. First, we pre-processed the com-

bined dataset by 1) log-transformation of the TPM counts, 2) scaling to 10 on each gene, and 3) regressing out on the sequencing

depth. Then, we calculated the diffusion pseudotime by DPT using scanpy.tl.dpt with default parameters.94 Cells with inconsistent

stage-lineage annotations and pseudotime values have been removed, and 4041 and 952 cells were retained for downstream anal-

ysis, respectively. Based on log counts, Pearson correlations were computed for selected markers with ACE2, and visualized by

scatterplots. Batch effects among bulk RNA-seq have also been regressed out before comparing in vitro cells to in vivo reference.

Integration of in vitro and in vivo extra-embryonic datasets
For integrative analysis, we mapped the in vitro bulk RNA-seq to the in vivo scRNA reference by using singular value decomposition

(SVD)modeling,95,96 based on the assumption that top components could capture cell identity and biological variations, regardless of

sequencing types. First, the batch effects between the two scRNA datasets were regressed out to construct an extra-embryonic

landscape containing peri-implantation to placenta stages. Then, we fitted the SVDmodel using the whole transcriptome of the com-

bined in vivo scRNA reference and generated a 50-component decomposition result for the in vivo reference. Next, we applied the

fitted model to project the in vitro cells (bulk RNA-seq) to the corresponding 50 components in the same space. After concatenating

the bulk RNA and scRNA datasets as 50-component samples, UMAP visualization could be generated. As a proof of the effectivity of

the SVDmodeling in segregating cell types, for the in vivo sector, inter-cell type variationswere captured by each cluster in theUMAP.

Whole-transcriptome correlation analysis between in vitro cell line bulk RNA-seq and in vivo scRNA-seq
With the assumption that bulk RNA-seq reflects additive effects of scRNA levels, we generated pseudo-bulk sets from the in vivo

scRNA-seq. For each in vivo subtype, we randomly selected two sets of 50 cells as two ‘‘pseudo-bulk cells’’ and calculated an

average to simulate two bulk samples for each subtype, hence we have 14 pseudo-bulk samples. After merging the 14 pseudo-

bulk samples with in vitro cells (19 samples, 10 types), we calculated the pairwise Pearson coefficients across the whole transcrip-

tome between every two samples. The coefficients were visualized in the cluster map to impute the corresponding in vivo stage of

each in vitro cell line.

Integrative pseudotime analysis
First, diffusion pseudotime was computed for the whole in vivo reference using SCANPY (scanpy.tl.dpt, default parameters). We then

extracted the PI-TB to PI-STB subsets as the pseudotime reference set for downstream analysis of in vitro ST differentiation cells.

There are 2295 PI-TB cells and 1282 PI-STB cells, constituting a unidirectional differentiation trajectory. Similar to the process

described in the integration of bulk RNA and scRNA datasets part, we fitted a 50-component SVD model using the scRNA reference

to reduce the dimensions of both scRNA and bulk RNA to a common 50-component space. We hypothesized that these 50 compo-

nents could predict the pseudotime calculated by SCANPY. The machine learning prediction process was achieved using sklearn.-

linear_model. LinearRegression. Briefly, the 50 components and the pseudotime of 1721 PI-TB cells and 961 PI-STB cells (75% of

each subtype) were used to train the linear regression model, and the remaining 25% test set of each subtype was used to validate

the model. The validation result was visualized by the density plot. After confirming the effectivity of the model, we applied the model

to predict the pseudotime of in vitro differentiated cells. We also calculated the theoretical ‘‘observed pseudotime’’ for in vitro cells by

the following linear equation between the predicted and observed pseudotime in the in vivo reference: Observed pseudotime = 1.022

* Predicted pseudotime - 0.0032. Then pseudotime of each dataset was then merged to visualize the relative differentiation stage of

each cell.
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